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Motivation 

Zika is part  of an emerging trend of infect ious diseases that we have witnessed in 
recent years: drug resistant TB , M R SA, SAR S, H1N1, etc. 

W e need a quick, automated solution, that can quickly filter and select molecules for 
testing immediately as new infectious diseases arise. 



Background 
➢Zika is transmitted through mosquito bites (Aedes) 

➢Flavivirus genus 

➢C onnected to microcephaly and Guillain-Barre syndrome 





Virus Structure 

AVTLPS peptide 

 Furin 
(Human) prM 



Solution 

Inhibit  the interact ion between human Furin protein and the AVTLPS pept ide in the 
envelope protein of the Zika virus. 

➢Prevent activation of the virus 

➢This can be applied to many other viruses as well (Dengue) 



Methods 
1. Isolate AV TLPS peptide and surrounding envelope protein from Zika protein 

structure 

2. Implement Support V ector M achine (svm) pipeline to screen through 7,863 
FDA approved drug compounds with high binding probabilities to the region 

3. Determine docking score of proposed drugs with envelope protein 



SVM Pipeline 

Implement Machine 
Learning Model 

Train using Pubchem 
Bioassay Database 

Determine 3D 
similarity of drug 
compounds 

Determine binding 
probabilities to Virus 
Envelope target 



Results (Binding Probability) 
➢Previously for TB, a 0.897 binding probability was successful in lab test ing 



Docking 

➢Test drug compounds with top five binding probabilit ies 

➢Binding simulations of drug to structure 



Results (Docking Score) 



Discussion 
➢ZINC53683653 has highest docking score of -6.7 

○ M olecular weight: 677.843 g/mol 
 
➢ZINC 96006099 

○ Docking score: -5.8 
○ M olecular weight: 849.599 g/mol 

 
➢ZINC 96006113 

○ Docking score: -5.4 
○ M olecular weight: 862.574 g/mol 



Conclusion 

ZINC53683653 is the best candidate FDA approved drug compound available to 
fight the Zika virus. 



Future Work 

➢Modify drug compounds to enhance docking score 

➢Send proposed drug compounds to real life lab testing 

➢Apply methods to other viruses 

○ Furin used in many virus activation cycles 
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